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ROARINGWILD (roaring beast) was established in 2010 in Shenzhen original brand, recently just celebrated its fourth birthday, in
honor of this wonderful moment, it is the fourth anniversary of the launch of a series of limited products. The snow pack is defined as
the product of a week, the selection of a comfortable material, easy to wear off their shoes there is a certain arc. One single product
you definitely can not miss this issue, this fan launched a total of 5 colors for your selection, respectively, of white, black, snakeskin,
camouflage, linen. Interested friends can be made to ROARINGWILD official Taobao purchase.
classic sports brand adidas Originals and formerly known as Sean Big Sean Michael Leonard Anderson joint planning carried out
this year launched Big Sean x adidas Originals 2014 joint shoes Metro Attitude get a good response in the market. The fan we will
bring you details of the plan, the list of its charm. Iconic lion head LOGO, use of noble imitation snakeskin material, plus the blessing
of floral elements. The more distinctive is the Big Sean singles "First Chain" there in the lyrics printed on the insole. This time the
shoe is on sale in its official shop, which sells for ? 1499 yuan, interested friends do not miss yo.
Jeremy Lin Jeremy Lin in the NBA this Asian face today is also well-known players, and in the beginning of this year in collaboration
with adidas, the exclusive shoes are the focus of discussion. The brand recently announced a new 2014 "Linsanity" Lin theme series.
The fan series includes a total of Linsanity and Linsanity Mid cylinder and two were low Gaotong shoes. Design into the eye-catching
element of the art ink painting the inside of the tongue is the emergence of Lin's portrait show identity, finally carrying adiPrene +
midsole technology, but also to create a court weapon. Interested friends may pay more attention.
With the 2013/14 season Italy Serie A League title suspense dust settles, Adidas also first announced the traditional giants Milan
2014/15 AC season new jersey. Design to teams with the iconic red and black strip element, and through different color and width,
creating a more rich visual experience. In addition, the new home shirt, the biggest feature is to enable the representative for the city
of Milan, St. George's Cross shield badge, this is the team the first logo, symbolizing team of hundred years of glorious history. As for
the road Jersey is a yellow and green design, so as to pay tribute to the world cup in Brazil.
Recently, foreign website DJ Khaled carried out surprise interview shown in the photo at a glance from the music is definitely a real
Sneakerhead. DJ Khaled in the interview process introduces his collection of sneakers treasures, from Air Jordan 4, Air Jordan 3
customized version to ; Jordan Brand Air Mag and its own brand and Nike collaboration, and then get a glimpse of Nike, adidas ;
classic shoes, etc. The figure, a large amount of possession should not be underestimated, it also caters to the host said the
sentence "You name it, he has it.", like a friend may wish to view pictures had enough eye addiction.
reported earlier well-known German brand Acronym function and work together to create a new co-branded Nike Lunar Force 1
shoes, and took the lead on sale in Europe and other places. Suede shoes with suede crafted, even the Swoosh Logo colors also
associated with integration, the point is that the toe side of the eye, with a white eye-catching zipper as a decoration, showing the
brand unique design concept, However heel black shiny patent leather modified some, and finally mounted on the Lunar sole
complete. It is reported that the shoes now landed some US retail stores, a friend might like to find another channel to start.
adidas Originals ObyO David Beckham new color enjoy 2013-12-08 22:26:59
adidas Originals recently released a new series of autumn and winter 2012, which introduced a texture is very good adidas Originals
ObyO David Beckham - Official Mid - Shale. This pair of adidas Originals ObyO David Beckham suede uppers made of high-grade
building, very texture. The color navy blue design with the use of the tongue and the shoe body side stamping logo, very beautiful. It is
reported that this beautiful adidas Originals ObyO David Beckham - Official Mid - Shale in this winter adidas retail shelves in the
major, like a friend not to miss.
After reproducing the ultimate luxury Wingtip shoes Christian Louboutin gold in successive 2013-12-08 22:38:58 released two
relatively very high profile leopard shoes, well-known luxury brands Christian Louboutin's still tempted back to the luxury style
traditional route, following the last golden chain design, Christian Louboutin this has brought us a gold shoes. Shoe classic ; Wingtip
shoes gentleman carved modeled, all black toe shoes are mounted at the golden eagle pattern design, people feel again ; Christian
Louboutin style luxury. However, the price of up to $ 1,095 is still not ordinary people can afford.
Corduroy fabrics to create Vans Japan City Pack 2013-12-08 22:31:40 This year, many brands have launched a corduroy shoes,
therefore, Vans skateboard giant also resigned after its Japanese branch Vans Japan recently launched a series of corduroy shoes.
This series, called City Pack city series, including Tokyo, Japan, Sendai and other cities. With Slip-On, Era and Chukka three
classical shoes modeled, and use several different colors of corduroy splicing, coupled with the tone of the original rubber waffle
bottom, do have some charm. This series has not exactly available information, but is not expected in the domestic sale.
Diehard Knicks Nike Air Foamposite One Spike Lee "Knicks" 2013-12-08 22:06:47
Stoudemire is likely to lack of war the third round of the playoffs, while the New York Knicks need Stoudemire is to bring help in a
brutal fight in the playoffs. This pair of Nike Air Foamposite One comes from the Knicks super fan --Spike Lee. New York familiar
color, very eye-catching orange vamp, Spike Lee's classic Logo Not surprisingly, appears in the heel. I hope Spike Lee sitting on the
sidelines to give Miami some trouble. Frequent appearances of various colors of Air Foamposite One, is not heralded Air
Foamposite One will visit NikeiD it?
Nike launched the movement of players 'Air Ralston Mid Lite' high-top boots Pima
2012-02-29 08:40:36 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Chinese shoes network] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network February 29 hearing, similar to desert boots phase, Nike Ralston Mid Lite is a single color with a few details
of the high-top boots Pima easily with any outfit. 
with suede uppers and rubber soles for the seismic characteristics, air technology, Nike Air Ralston Mid Lite boots color from red
grapes and dark blue for the color combinations, like the best of minimalism. 



Related news
Nike Air Yeezy KanyeWest pro wear Sample 2013-12-08 22:12:58
I have not bought Air Yeezy 2 it? No matter how the results like, we take a look at a pair of rare before it, Air Yeezy Kanye West
wearing pro samples. 
This is a sample parents wear and Kanye West at the annual Grammy Awards ceremony once worn "Grammy" do not note is quite
similar. The difference is that this pair of shoe samples selected canvas, "glamor" edition is the cortex, the outer end of this double
sample some red, "glamor" edition does not. 
Now this double US12 code samples are now being sold in eBay, I believe that the high price and a pair of shoes.
SMG 2012 autumn and winter camouflage Kangaroo shoes and enjoy 2013-12-08 22:39:54 JJ Zhang Zhuonan the main reason of
the trend of the brand SMG has greatly increased exposure, major brands go military-style, so its design is particularly keen to
camouflage elements. Recommended for everyone before had a pair of SMG ; Camo Casual Boots shoes, getting a good Fanxiang
after, SMG has recently launched a camouflage element kangaroos shoes for autumn and winter season. Suede shoes with high
quality material to build, to SMG Camo camouflage fabric embellishment heel, forming a SMG classic setting and yet distinctive
flavor.
Team Star Jordan Super Fly variety of colors 2013-12-08 22:15:18
Jordan Brand recently released its latest shoes Jordan Super Fly team official picture, we have been introduced for everyone
different color of Jordan Super Fly relevant information for this team boots, Jordan Brand described under the foot effort, introduced a
variety of color and more individual note versions composite Hyperfuse upper with a new generation of scientific and technological
material, Lunarlon midsole, give this Jordan team boots Aspect full, and the shoe will be US local time June 29 sale, priced at $ 140,
then the country will also be on sale.
[Chinese shoes Network - Olympic sports shoe stock market] [1.42 2.16%] announced on November 20 between November 30 to
date, with an average price of HK $ 1.386 Chairman Xu Jing Nan holdings of shares of the company 700 million shares, for a total
consideration approximately HK $ 9.7 million. After the holdings, Jingnan its shares held by the family of the company's issued share
capital has been increased from 65.16% increase to 65.49%. 
shares at HK $ 1.37, up 3.01%, temporarily traded 59 million shares, involving capital of HK $ 790,000. (Chinese shoes Network -
the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Summer is undoubtedly a colorful season, wearing the colors of the shoes will go out feeling fresh. In view of this, lacoste Footwear
for men launched a color jump IMATRA ESS shoes. Comfortable shoes are a classic design with bright, saturated colors, people feel
happy. ; 

Therefore, the use of a simple and pure Lacoste design concept, design a series of classic wild, new shoes, never low tide. Using
brightly colored canvas to create high-quality leisure and elegance of both shoes while using soft rubber soles, to ensure that foot
feeling comfortable. 
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Fashion luxury goods ASOS Black x PUMA 2013 spring and summer series Catalog
2012-07-09 09:11:50 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: GQ Men Network] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network July 9 hearing, in order to celebrate the upcoming ASOS Black x PUMA 2013 spring and summer, the
respected photographer Jamie Morgan captured the series with a set of portraits catalog. Simple graffiti and graphic sense, colorful
solid color background, geometric mean of costume design will undoubtedly focus on the design sense and casual mood of lovers
heart. 



Related news
four years of football feast, 2014 football World Cup in Brazil brought a wave never be overlooked. The Crocus International sports
brand NIKE launched Nike Football Elastico Superfly IC indoor soccer shoes, give you indoor soccer shoes who have one more
choice. The Fan shoes, using a signature technique NIKE Flyknit 3D weaving technology to create shoes, the bottom is the use of a
carbon fiber outer low places made of a rubber compound, which even socks design with high-tech fashion sense of its avant-garde.
This time the shoe will be on the 10th at its designated store sale, interested friends may pay more attention to yo!
adidas Consortium recently released the first preview of the new EQT Cushion running shoes series. The series includes EQT
Cushion '91 and EQT Cushion '92 two pairs of running shoes contour 90s, respect to the original classic design, while the
continuation of motor function by increasing the tone a little modern texture. Wherein, EQT Cushion '91 with white / green / gray /
black, while EQT Cushion '92 places black / white / gray and gray / red / black two color rendering. The series of shoes will be on
January 15 and the first landing Solebox No 74, and then in February began to shop in other designated the Global Offering.
GRIZZLY BOOT MID-FOLK is one of the main heavy duty visvim most recent quarters, boots, boots, a blend of several different
fabric, I believe friends are familiar visvim footwear series will not be too strange, Because the relationship is defined and limited
shops, GRIZZLY BOOT MID-FOLK each sale will lead to a certain craze came in 2012 autumn and winter quarter, visvim in the
opening quarter, they also continue to take the lead in the introduction of this main model, the kiDulty big eye-opener for you to bring
this popular boots in the video presentation, the recent start of interested friends do not miss La. 
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; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] French fashion brand APC will work together with the sports brand Nike 6th with the
introduction of the new 2014 spring quarter Blazer shoes. 

Based on Nike's classic Blazer Tall contour in the design of the APC full signature style minimalist style into one, using milk and white
canvas shoes with white leather heel and Swoosh, white laces and white outsole, only dark blue edging made as a comparison.
(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network ; global
fashion brand network.)
But not like Leopard Leopard Gourmet Dieci 2 - Ocelot 2013-12-08 22:38:03 Just to introduce the new Italian-American descent
footwear brand Gourmet for everyone to bring a pair of camouflage Dignan LX version, and now we but we recommend a Gourmet's
latest shoes.

This Dieci 2 at first glance like a leopard named "Ocelot" in the design, but in fact is a kind of Ocelot produced in a feline in the
Americas. Compared leopard, tiger fur pattern spots denser its rules. Therefore, in this Dieci 2 - Ocelot design, Gourmet pattern
arrangement used more regularity, equipped plush texture of the leather, to make it more realistic.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Nike (NIKE) Golf today announced the period 2013 British Open - Tiger Woods and
Rory - McIlroy shirt styles. Woods round game on Sunday is still a red T-shirt color, from Thursday to Saturday are white, blue, black. 

Woods 

McIlroy 

McIlroy on Sunday chose a blue T-shirt, from Thursday to Saturday are white, black (chest red, yellow thick bar), black (thick chest
gray stripes). 
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